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TOPIC ONE
What are the top 5 items the Bryan County Board of Education should consider when planning for one or 
two new high schools in South Bryan County?

Response

Number of 
Like 

Responses
Community division/sponsors and support - it would be difficult to support 2 schools - finances, 2 sports 
teams/rivalry, lead to have/have nots. 9

Location - Not too far, safety, efficiency of commute, traffic pattern – no matter 1 or 2 schools. 8

Academics - Smaller would take away (no more to offer), AP classes, teachers, vocation. 7

Cost - How to fund? Sustainability? Land? Division of resources - athletic facilities, teachers, etc. 6

More diversity, athletics (dividing talent) - One school would benefit all non-academic areas. 4

Transportation - Busses, drivers. 4

Studying other large high schools - What do they look like and what problems did they have? 4

Capacity - Is 3000 large enough?  It looks like we need more capacity than that - projected growth 4
9th Grade Academy - Would offering a 9th grade academy alter the numbers enough to offset the need for 2 high 
schools immediately? 2

Value of small vs. large - External value - college, employers, scholarships. 2

Student Involvement Concerns - Students become "a number" with 3000+. 2

Athletic competition where? 2

TOPIC TWO
What are the top 5 essential aspects of any new high school?

Response

Number of 
Like 

Responses

Fine Arts - Opportunities and appropriate, well-appointed facilities for fine arts/auditorium. 11

Athletics - Well equipped sports stadiums with all amenities for multiple sports. 10

CTAE - Non-academic vocation pathways, STEAM and facilities. 10

Advanced Technology - That is upgradable and expandable for teachers and students. 9

Academic Opportunities & AP - Highly qualified teachers and retention. 8

Ample space - Wide hallways, number of restrooms, labs. 4

Building size - The ability for the building to grow or shrink. 3

Class Size and Parental Involvement - Communication with teachers. 3

Go Green 3

Aquatic Center for all water sports - swim/sailing. 2

Universal Design - Co-use of facilities with a 21st century design. 2
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TOPIC THREE - Part 1
Considering the significant cost of building one or two high schools of $85 - $100 million, what are the top 
5 things the BOE should consider when trying to fund a project of this magnitude?

Response

Number of 
Like 

Responses

Increase the millage rate. 9

Increase SPLOST. 9

High builder impact fees. 8

Bonds. 5

Community approach - use political leverage of the BOE. 2

Other taxes/funding options. 2

Construction costs - the most cost effective. 2

Commercial incentives & opportunities, partnerships. 2

Managing the budget wisely so we do not go over and timeline needs to be established soon and maintained. 2

TOPIC THREE - Part 2
How should the difference in costs to construction and the costs to operate one or two schools be considered?

Response

Number of 
Like 

Responses
2 high schools are going to be a significant amount (cost more to operate – duplicates of everything).

We already have 2 high schools in Bryan County – we will further divide resources.

Benefit of 1 is cost effective, percentage costs up front.

Eventually, is 2 schools cheaper in the long run to add on?

Buildings will eventually be paid off and operating costs will continue to rise.

How big is too big?

What will a high school "model" look like in 10 years?

"Move on When Ready" program.

Operating 2 high schools would impact funds for other schools.

Allow local businesses opportunity to bid and keep money here to stimulate local economy.

What is the projected growth rate if we only build one and when will we need the 2nd?

What is the need and timeline for additional elementary and middle schools?

Consideration of cost of demo vs. remodel - except in the tri-school area.
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